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Buster polishes his bus. He uses a pole to reach the revolving sign post on the roof of 
the bus. He rotates the sign until it reads - ‘Australia- and the present date.’ 
 
He shivers. After putting on a jumper Buster looks up and sees a cloud - he uses his 
pole as a fishing rod and catches the cloud, which he reels in. He measures it to see it 
is legal size and the cloud is cold to his touch. He squeezes it over his radiator and 
mops his brow. 
 
Realising he is warm now he removes his jumper. Buster looks at one of his tyres - he 
kicks it and decides it’s flat. He uses the cloud to pump it up. Totally flat now, he uses 
the cloud as a handkerchief before folding it away and putting it in his pocket. 
 
Buster looks at the sky, unhappy with something. He puts the bus logo - a sun sign – 
onto his pole and lifts it into the sky - the stage brightens now with the sun in place. 
 
Buster puts on the radio before he uses the windscreen wipers to butter a slice of 
toast and uses the radiator to make an espresso. He uses his steering wheel to create 
an umbrella and sits beneath it enjoying his breakfast. 
 
An alarm sounds and he gets up quickly to start work. He uses the wipers again to 
shave with and to comb his hair. 
 
Buster gets out a spare tyre and uses it to iron his trousers and shirt. He replaces the 
tyre. 
 
He puts on his hat and punches a time card. 
 
Buster starts the bus with a choreographed sequence of kicks, tickles, commands, 
threats and deft flicks of the hand. It starts. He affectionately strokes the bus and sits 
in his position. 
 
Buster changes the bus sign to read, ‘Over the Hill,’ 
 
 
 
Scene 2. 
 
‘Over the Hill,’ 
 
To one side of the stage an old couple lie in bed. 
An alarm – a hand reaches for the alarm but is slapped. The alarm rings three times 
before Mog turns it off. 
 
Pog rises but is pulled back for precisely one cuddle. He is then allowed to rise. 
 
Pog puts in his teeth, his hair (a wig), and his hearing aid. He is about to move on but 
Mog’s hand points to something – his pacemaker. He straps it on. He is finally 
allowed to move. Mog does her exercises (one of each sort). 
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Mog and Pog exit to either side of the stage and return dressed for travel. 
 
Mog taps her foot waiting for Pog – he reluctantly goes to her and has his appearance 
adjusted. Pog sneezes and is immediately given some medicine. 
 
Pog puts on a nametag – Mog and hands the other tag to Mog. She looks to heaven 
and puts the correct tag to the correct body. 
 
Mog gets her suitcase and looks for Pog to get his. She asks to see inside. He refuses. 
She opens it and shows him there is nothing inside. He stares at the case in 
bewilderment. He looks under the bed and everything he needs is there. Pog puts his 
needs in one pile into his case and shuts it by sitting on it. Clearly Mog is unamused. 
 
They go outside. Mog makes Pog stand with his case and takes a photo. The photo is 
projected on the screen. Pog looks at it and then the audience – disappointed with 
his appearance. Then Mog stands stands with her case for a photo. Pog takes it – a 
photo of Mog on the screen is upside down. She shakes her head and he takes 
another – it has a thumb in front of it. The third shot meets her approval – Pog uses 
his paintbrush to adjust the photo so that Mog is smiling. He is pleased with his work 
until he looks at Mog who is staring grimly at her. 
 
Mog points to her watch. Pog hurries to her side but on the way sees something 
special on the street. He sets up his easel. Mog sits on her case as she watches Pog 
paints a portrait of an old shoe (a projection appears on his easel after a single fluent 
stroke). Mog looks critically at the painting and takes shoe polish and a brush from 
her bag. She shines the painting. The shoe glows more brightly. She makes Pog sign 
the painting. 
 
Mog points heatedly at her watch and her mouth. Pog smiles at her benignly. She 
‘mouths’ a furious exchange of unheard admonishments. Pog smiles. She goes to him 
and finds his hearing aid hanging loosely. She firmly reinserts it.  
 
Buster pulls up in his bus and gets out with his large manifest list. ‘The Manifest’ is 
written on top. He looks at their nametags – and their names appear magically on his 
manifest – (projection). 
 
Pog and Mog board the bus. 
 
Buster holds up the Manifest List. The names Mog and Pog appear on the list. 
 
The bus travels. 
 
Buster pulls the bus up and changes the sign to ‘The Mugs.’ 
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‘The Mugs.’ 
 
The bus stops suddenly. Mog blames Pog. 
 
Buster, Mog and Pog watch as three extremely large people cross the road. A mother, 
pushing a huge pram while she smokes, drinks and eats chips. A father eats two huge 
hamburgers, a massive box of popcorn and a colossal soft drink. It takes the two of 
them to lift out an immense baby who they feed with chips, popcorn, soft drink etc. I  
 
Mog, appalled cuts an apple into perfect thirds and gives a piece each to Buster and 
Pog. 
 
The family indicate they want to get onto the bus. Buster gestures for them to do so 
but they won’t fit. He uses his steering wheel to try and cram them in but it is to avail. 
Not knowing what else to do they stand in line. 
 
A lone mug child plays with a basketball shaped and coloured just like him. No one 
notices. 
 
Two very large men are using their mobile phones to send messages and bump into 
each other. They fall onto the ground and roll about like beach balls. They rise and 
repeat the situation again. Mog gets off the bus and helps them to avoid each other. 
They end up in the bus line. 
 
A pair of massive young lovers arrives. They try to hold hands but are too fat. They 
try to kiss but are too fat. They try to embrace but bounce off each other. They fall to 
the ground and for a while seem to be two helpless turtles. Mog pushes them over so 
they can right themselves, with the help of Buster and Pog. They join the line. 
 
Mog looks at the assembled and pokes at them. No response. She gets out a hatpin 
and sticks it into one of the Mugs who spins around like a balloon losing air. When 
the person is deflated they exit, dragging behind them a large amount of loose skin. 
 
Three more Mugs arrive – all listening to music. They try to speak to each other – 
pointing at their leads and shaking their heads – eventually they just ‘tune out’ to 
each other and wait in line. 
 
Mog walks up and down the line of mugs – disapprovingly. She holds up an apple. 
The Mugs look at it – unsure what it is . Buster toots his horn. The Mugs all try to 
board first – pushing through each other. 
 
Buster gets fed up and tries to wave them on – one at a time. The Mugs don’t 
understand anything and storm the bus like Wilderbeasts. 
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‘The Mugs.’ 
 
 
Mog gets an idea and sets the Mugs out across stage – all separately from each other. 
When she is satisfied with their positioning she hails Pog who doesn’t know what she 
is up to. She whispers to him. 
Pog pulls one of the Mugs backward and then releases that person. The Mug spirals 
into other Mugs like a marble in a pinball machine. A mad and brief dance ensues. 
 
While the Mugs bounce against each other Buster, Mog and Pog make their getaway. 
 
Scene 4. 
 
The Air. 
 
(The sounds of a busy airport – jets landing, taking off, announcements etc.) 
 
Paper planes fly gracefully across the stage.  
 
Mz. Zen arrives. 
 
The ensemble criss-crosses the stage as travellers and occasionally ‘freeze’ as Mr. Zen 
takes photographs on his many cameras.  
 
(Some of these photographs are displayed on the screen. Sometimes the 
photographs are of such things as rubbish bins, food and drink dispensing 
machines, the activities of people around him and of clouds) 
 
The bus arrives and Buster changes the sign to read, ‘The Air.’ 
 
Mr. Zen is greeted by customs. He happily opens his case – to reveal a large magnet, 
a tap and a musical triangle. The Customs Agent is bewildered by this. Mr. Zen 
gestures ‘Where are the kangaroos?’ He picks up a paper plane and twists and turns 
it until it resembles the Opera House? He gestures, ‘Where is this?’ 
 
Mr. Zen picks up another plane and unfolds it to reveal a photo of himself smiling – 
with his name underneath. He is allowed through customs. 
 
Mr. Zen films everything about him including members of the audience, a passing 
Mug, his own hand – and someone riding a kangaroo to work. 
 
His film finally features the bus – Buster, Mog and Pog. Mog gets Mr.Zen to take her 
photo of her good side with a big smile. She deletes his photos till she gets the one 
she wants. She nudges Pog to tidy himself up – spitting on a handkerchief to clean 
him up and wipe stains from his clothing. Pog waves wearily to the camera. 
 
Buster gets out the Manifest List. Mr. Zen’s name appears under Mog and Pog. 
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‘The Air.’ 
 
Mr. Zen greets them all with thumbs up before miming eating a pie, watching the 
footy, surfing, shooing flies away etc. He smiles broadly at the others. 
 
Buster ushers Mr.Zen on board. Mr. Zen produces a magical bouquet of flowers from 
Mog who immediately sprays them for bugs. He bows to Pog who doesn’t know what 
to do. Mog indicates how he should bow. He bows lower than Mr. Zen who then bows 
lower than Mog. A brief inane competition begins which ends with Mr.Zen needing 
to stand on his head. 
 
Buster stands with a placard in his hands, waiting for more travellers. The Sign  
reads, ‘The Brits.’ 
 
Bull and Yob appear at customs. Bull has a huge sound system on one shoulder and a 
case of beer on the other. Bull puts on some heavy metal and other customers run for 
cover. Yob finishes a beer in one gulp, crushes the can with his foot, runs to one side 
of the stage where he vomits and lays prostrate. Bull cheers his mate on and admires 
the spread of vomit. Yob gets up gingerly. They smile at each other gingerly and Bull 
gives Yob another beer. 
 
The Customs Agent waves for Bull and Yob to come over. The Agent indicates they 
should turn down the volume of the music before opening a bag tagged ‘Bull.’ The 
Agent takes out a large bottle of whiskey, cartons of cigarettes, a girly magazine, 
condoms, baggy and grotty underpants, old sandwiches and a partial denture. Bull 
nods at the Agent proudly. The Agent hands the bag back to Bull with distaste. The 
next bag is tagged, ‘Yob.’ The bag is filled with various types of beer and glasses. The 
Agent holds up some tablets. Bull indicates these are for when Yob spews – which 
Yob proceeds to do into the Custom Agent’s hat. The Agent, and even Bull, are a bit 
surprised by this and stare at each other. Bull gingerly reaches for the tablets, takes 
one, put it in Yob’s mouth and pats Yob heavily on the back. 
 
The Agent flings the bags aside and motions for Bull and Yob to go through customs 
and go away. 
 
When they are far enough away the Brits ‘moon’ the agent. They switch the sound 
system back on; click a can of beer each against the others for ‘cheers’ and double 
vomit. 
 
They spot the bus. Pog has been sketching them – his picture is a Union Jack. The 
Brits approach Buster and the names Bull and Yob appear on the Manifest List. 
 
Yob roughly pats Pog on the head and offers him a beer while Bull attempts to give 
Mog a passionate kiss. 
 
They all stop what they are doing to watch Mr.Zen who is glowing a strange green 
colour. The glow stops and every one warily enters the bus. The bus departs. 
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Buster rolls his sign – it reads – ‘The Skanks.’ He looks at the sign in puzzlement. 
The passengers lean out of the bus and read the sign. The last person to lean out is 
Yob – who is sick. 
 
A Skank arrives and stands on the vomit while she applies makeup. She eats chewing 
gum, teases her hair and lights a cigarette. She looks at a couple of members of the 
audience, as if to say, ‘What are you looking at?’ 
 
The other passengers try to get her to pay attention to where she is standing. She 
looks at them and makes a rude gesture to them all. 
 
Another Skank, identical to the first, arrives and points to the vomit. The first Skank 
is somewhat traumatised by her discovery. They both look at Yob who boozily grins 
at them. They both hit him with their bags. 
 
The 2 Skanks share an I-Pod and dance to unheard music while they polish their 
nails, share a cigarette, abuse passing traffic and adjust their underwear. 
 
Mog gets off the bus and tries top tidy them up. She is ‘bagged’ to the ground. Pog 
rushes off the bus to protect Mog but instead finds her position interesting, adjusts 
her slightly, and proceeds to paint her portrait.  
 
Another Skank arrives and joins the other two. They all find Bull attractive and 
therefore all apply more makeup. Fiddle with their clothing and hair and all blow 
bubbles with their chewing gum. They all share a cigarette and takes photos of Bull 
with their phones. 
 
Bull cheerfully offers them a can of beer each and a pair of his Union Jack 
underpants. They all squeal lewdly, before mouthing; Ew!’ Bull can’t figure out why is 
offer would be unappealing. 
 
Several more Skanks arrive. Mr. Zen gets off the bus to take photographs of this 
phenomenon – treating them somewhat like safari animals. The Skanks all take up 
crude poses and play up to Mr. Zen. Photos of the Skanks appear on the screen with 
subtitles – dates and the names – Shazza – Rozz– Breeanna – Kyylee – Rheeannon – 
Krystal and Sheena. The final photo features all the Skanks with Mr.Zen’s title – 
Skanks of Australia. 
 
The Skanks all share some chips, style hints and attitude with each other and stare 
morosely at the audience. Mr. Zen backs off and makes it back to the bus.  
 
Mog gets up and looks at Pog’s painting – Pog gets ready for a bad reaction but she 
admires it – She points to the shoes in the painting – he compare her shoes with his 
painted one and applies an extra stroke. The shoes in the painting gleam. Happy now, 
they get back on the bus. 
 
Mr. Zen glows greenly. The Skanks all mouth ‘Ew!’ and move away. Mr. Zen is 
concerned about his appearance and gets back on board. 
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